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Portscript after Ten Tears

The {oregoing essay was completed in February 1957, and published

in the spring of 1958. During the last ten years, and especially during

the last five or six years, I have received a veritable avalanche of ex-

tremely stimulating responses. Some of these are contained in books,

others in essays and articles, and there have also been manuscripts,

Ph.D: theses here at the University of Minnesota and elsewhere (some

of them still unpublished at the moment), as well as a great many

letters. I have kept, and still keep, trying to react to this "feedback" as

fully as I can by way of correspondence. I have also had the beneft of

critical discussions by philosophers and scientists on scores of occasions

-lectureb, symposia, colloquia, seminars, etc., both at the University

of Minnesota and elsewhere in the United States, in Austria (1964),

and in Australia (1965). Many of these new contributions toward a

discussion of one or the other facet of the mind-body problem referred

directly to one or several of my publications; others deal with the

closely related but difierent views of I. I. C. Smart, or other philoso-

phers or scientists. I am most grateful for all these*widely difiering

-responses. 
They ranged from almost complete agreement to in-

cisive constructive as well as destructive criticism. In the brief remarks

that follow, I shall be able to discuss only a limited number of these

published or unpublished views and criticisms. I shall restrict myself

to what appear to me the most important points. This, of course,

involves the risk that I may overlook (but I hope not "suppress" or

"repress") some essential criticisms. There are new aPProaches now

in the making and in need of fuller development. With these I can

deal only very sketchily, mainly because I have not been able fully
to understand them, let alone to appraise them adequately and ac-

curately.
In any case I feel somewhat vindicated in my view that the mind-
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body problems cannot simply be made to-disappear by purely lin-

guirii" maneuvers (60). The fashions of philosophy change' and it
Ieems the mind-body problems are once again in the forefront of highly

active and intelligent philoaophical discussions'

Tobeginwith,letmefranklystatethatdespitealltheextantcontri.
butions loward a solution or even only a precise clarification of the

several puzzles that constitute the perplexities of mind-body problems'

I am not aware of any solution that is completely successful My-oy
extensive essay* written in 1957 now aPPears to me questionable in

many points. i mentioned and discussed several of these vulnerable and

problematic points quite candidly in section VI ("A Budget g1 U*
solved Problems. Suggestions for Further Analyses and Research")'

Aslseeitnowmoreclearlythanbeforethereareunresolveddiffi.
culties in each of the three main issues-be they scientific or concep

tual-philosophical-of the cluster of mind-body problems: sentience'

sapience, and selfhood. The sentience problem was most succinctly

,.,d 
"tegrntly 

formulated by Mrs. )udith Economos in a preliminary

way at tie very beginning of her doctoral dissertation (completed early

in 1967 at the University of California at Los Angeles) ' With herlcind

permission I quote iairty futty (making only very slight stylistic

changes) :

. . . I shall first try to exhibit the existence of- a.pepl.gxity' which I

iake to be the mind-body problem. This I shall do by listing tour prop

ositions which appear tobe true but are difficult to reconcile wlth each

;ii;;;. Th; I si'au sketch various proposed solutions to the mind'

bld, oroblem as elicited from the f6ur propositions,'and try to show

;di d;h ;;;p*J solution aPPears to ionflict with one of the four

propositions.

Four Propositions
l. People have sensations, thoughts, 9t9, of which they are aware'

but of wirich others are not aware-except through the owners' rgqor.ts

or behavior; and these sensations, thoughts, etc' are not Iocated ln

,*... no, do thev possess, produce, or consume energy or have mass'-.1.-tn.r. 
ale in the world various obiects, including contemporary

hr** U"ai"t, *hl.h ,t" composed -of elements which are located in

ipace, which produce, possessl and consume energy and have mas;

*or.ou., the vocabulary of physical science seems sufhcrent to descrlDe,

* Designated most fatteringly by lqrt,: B-"19.[J]9) as the "Russell-Feigl Yentity
Theorv.,, and characterizeJ=iilti Belotr (l7i)-very humorously as "whatever

i'[?'Jo#iii.:ifi;ffi;'rr;i;a'iit-ii *.J pli(^p, ;'i ]ittl" rong for its rength"!
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and the laws of physical science seem sufficient to explain, the behavior
of such objects.

3. People's sensations, thoughts, etc., affect their bodily movements,
and some events occurring to or in their bodies affect the people,i
sensations, thoughts, memories, etc.; and often when peoplet sdnsa-
tions, thoughts, etc., afiect their bodily movements, thiiis because the
people have so desired.

+.Jt"-concepts which we have of mental things or events on the
one hand, and of material things or events on the-other, are loqically
independent; that is to say, theie is no denionstrable inconsisteicv ii
supposing a world in which there were material objects but no aware-
ness' or conversely a world of awarenesses without anything in it fitting
the description of matter.*

At first glance it would appear that these incompatible four proposi_
tions force us willy-nilly into the agnostic position expressed ,o poign-
antly last century by the German physiologist E. Du Bois-R.y*o"a
in his famous phrase "ignoramus et ignorabimus,,; but most philoso-
phers remained undaunted by this "riddle of the universe,' and have
tried-in extremely diverse ways-to solve or to ,,dissolve,' it. I have
dealt briefly with the maior forms of "dissolution": Radical Material-
ism; Physicalism (of various types); Logical Behaviorism; Neutral
Monism; Phenomenalism; Oxford Linguistic Analysis; etc. As I have
pointed out (60), despite the powerful impressions made upon me in
my Vienna Circle years (1924-30),I no longer consider most mind-
body puzzles as pseudoproblems engendered by conceptual confusions.
I rather think-and have thought so at least for the last thirty-five years
:-that the relation of the mental to the physical presents u, *ith ,
cluster of genuine and complex problems: some primarily scientific,
others primarily philosophical. Perhaps I should mention immediately
that I have come to think with increasing conviction that there is no
sharp line of demarcation between (good) science and (clearheaded)
philosophy. Every maior scientific advance involves revisions of our
conceptual frameworks; and doing philosophy in our day and age with_
out regard to the problems and results of the sciences is-to put it
mildly-intellectually unprofitable, if not irresponsible.

Once the pessimistic-agnostic position is abandoned, one faces the
arduous task of working out a truly synoptic solution that is logically
consistent. consistency in these matters is painfully difficult to achievl

_+11 h_er thesis, Mrs. Economos deals later on also, and I think in part extremelv
effectively, with the problems of sapience and especially of ,"inooJ.
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-as I know only too well from my own experience in groping for an all

around satisfactory solution. In regard to the problem of sentience this

is readily evident. Inasmuch as one wants to retain the essential con-

tentions of physicalism and to repudiate epiphenomenalism (as is, for

examplg the basic tendency of |. f . C. Smart and other members of the

"Uniied Front of Sophisticated Australian Materialists" such as D' M'
Armstrong, Brian Medlin, R. Routley), one embraces a "central state

theory of mind." This amounts to the claim that-"in principle"-a

physical description of the world is complete, i.e., leaves out nothing'

This, obviously, takes some doing; where or how are thg apparently

"homeless" qualities of immediate experience to be located? The first

step is, of course, that taken by Bertrand Russell (as in Human Knowl-

edge). The "homeless" qualities are "reaIly in the mind"; and being

mental they are features of cerebral Processes. But what sort of fea-

tures? In keeping with the best evidence of psycho-neurophysiology,

they are very likely "global"-i.e., configurational, Gestalt-like features

of tie much more "finely grained" neural processes (and, a fortiori, of

their "micro-micro"-i.e., atomic, subatomic, and quantal-constitu-

ents).
One challenging way of pointing up the issue is to ask whether the

physicalistic account car- rcally be "complete." I had the privilege of

discussing the problem (along with many more "tangible" matters in

the philosophy of physics) with Albert Einstein one afternoon in April

lg54 *his home in princeton. I asked Einstein whether in an ideally

perfect (of course utopian) four-dimensional, physical representation

(i la Minkowski) of the universe the qualities of immediate experience

(we called them metqphorically the "internal illumination" of 'the
"knotty clusters of world lines" representing living-awake brains)

were not left out. He replied in his characteristic, humorous manner

(I translate from the German in which he used a rather uncouth

word): "Why, if it weren't for this 'internal illumination' [i'e', sen-

tience] the world would be nothing but a pile of dirtl" This reply sug-

gests that the (ultimate-utopian) physicalistic account, though com-

plete in one way, is incomplete in another. But to put this in an

enlightening and consistent manner is precisely the most thorny and

important task for the identity theory.

I had hoped that my own double-knowledgo double-designation

view would yield what is wanted. This view would retair/the basically

emprlcal (synthetic) character of the mode of ascertaining the iden-
tity. Then, if the identity were assumed, the objectionablJfeature of
epiphenomenalism would be eliminated. The arguments from the
"ca,sal efficacy" of pleasure, displeasurq attentiorl vigilance, desire,
and volition, which the present-day Neo-cartesianso [eep using foi
interactionism, do not-I think-refute the identity theoiy. (I 

-shall

discuss the related arguments from intentionality and th! unity of
consciousness when I come to deal with sapience and selfhood.) The
familiar use of interactionist statements in ordinary language, though
logically delicate and hazardous, is not in principie obfecttnable. 

"It
is one and the same event, say a decision or volition, or a sudden pain,
described phenomenally in one way, and physically in another'way,
which is a causal antecedent of a ,,bodily,, i.rponr" or movement; or,
vice versa, some physical stimulus input cauies a central state_de_
scribed either in the familiar phenomenal language as a sensation, or
inthe (utopian) physical language as a feature of a cerebral process.

Now, the crucial issue is: Does my form of the identity hypothesis
involve the assumption of "nomorogicar dangrers"r L many discussions
my great and good friend professor f. f. C. Smart attempted to show
me that I don't need the "danglers." But I was recarcitrant in that I
didn't see how one could maintain the empirical (synthetic) character
of the identification which Smart, in his own way, also stresses, and
which must in some way reflect the correlations ani isomorphisms that
are gradually and increasingly discovered by psycho-(neuro)_physiol-
ogy. Yet, right from the beginnings of my riflections o" [fri Laai
tional puzzle I was convinced_that the .,danglers', 

are metaphysically
quite innocuous. Smart, I think, is essentially right in that they would

iot, an{ 1=1d not, appear in the ..finished,, 
scientific conceition of

the world. This can be made plausible by considering once ,gri, tt.
piece of science fiction-the Martian Super_Scientistl Let urirru_.
that a complete explanation of animal and human behavior can be
achieved by reduction to the basic physical laws, and that the structures
(initial and boundary conditionsj of organisms cah be described in
purely physicalz terms; then there is no need for the phenomenal terms
-just as there would be no need for typically biololical or physiologi-

^_*Belofi, 
Ducase, Shafier, popper, and Chisholm-in their various wavs_renew

il*.t"* sophisticated levet 
-the 

old arguments 
"r M;-D";g;if"d.,;;*,;;;
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cal concepts. They would all be "reduced" to whatever are the con-

cepts of the "ultimate" physics (e.g., something like the concepts of

current atomic, quantum, and field physics). The Martian's repertory

-if he has a repertory of qualities of immediate experience at all (i.e',

if he is not a "mere robot")-may not in any way overlap with that of

us earthlings. In that case he would lack altogether any "acquaintance"

with the qualities of our "raw feels." He would consequently also lack

the sort of "empathy" that humans can have for each other. The

physicalist would formulate this, of course, by pointing to essential

differences between the Martian and the human central states and

processes. The Martian would thus not know "what colors look like";
"what musical tones sound like"; "what ioy, grief, elation or depression,

etc., etc. feel like." Nevertheless he would be able to explain-and

possibly also to predict-all of human behavior on the basis of his

micro-theories. His theories may be expressed in a notation (reflecting

concept formation) utterly difierent from our basic physics-but his

physics would nevertheless be completely translatable into ours and

vice versa.

Now, the question arises: Is there something about human beings

that the Martian does not (and never could) "know"? This is merely

the question of "completeness" over again, of course. I think Paul E.

Meehl is correct in arguing (115) that the possession of a certain set

of raw feels implies a cognitive advantage-in that a Martian (now of

a difierent kind) would be in a position to explain and predict human

behavior much more readily if his repertory of direct experience at

least partially overlapped with ours. But I maintain that, given enough

time and intelligence, the Martian with even a totally difierent reper-

tory of raw feels would in principle (although much more cumber-

somely and siowly) arrive at a complete explanation of the behavior

of the earthlings.
I am inclined to think that the basic philosophical issue lies else-

where. I believe that those thinkers who maintain that a "category

mistake" is involved in mixing phenomenal and physical language are

essentially right. The only trouble is that we have thus far had no

precise and convincing explication of the very notion of a category

mistake (of this kindl). There are, of course, other sorts of category

mistakes, e.g., the mistakes that arise out of a confusion of Russellian-

type levels. I don't think that the theory of types is relevant here. The
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initially suggestive ideas along these lines in R. Carnap's Der Logische
Aufbau der Welt (1928, now available in English translation) or in
G. Ryle's The Concept of Mind (1949) no longer seem adequate; the
simple reason being that neither the phenomenalistic (or neutral-
monistic) rebonstruction of the Aulbau nor the logical-linguistic be-
haviorism of Ryle is acceptable in the light of recent criticisms.

I, too, have to admit ihat the special formulation I presented in the
long essay ten years ago must be revised. I did see that the sort of
identification that seems legitimate and plausible (although also open
to logico-methodological criticisms) in the natural sciences (e.g.,
temperature : mean kinetic energy of molecules; table salt - NaCI;
Mendel's factors: genes containing DNA and RNA; and the like)
can serve only if we conceive of psychology as a branch of biology, i.e.,
if we adopt the conceptual frame of intersubiectiye science. In that
case such identifications as (short-term) memory trace: reverberat-
ing neural circuit, attention and vigilance : activation of the reticular
formation in the brain, etc., etc. are logically and methodologically on
a par with those mentioned before; or to give one more example, the
identification of ferro-magnetism with a certain (statistical) distribu-
tion of the spin of electrons in the iron atoms.

Even this way of formulating the identifications has been called
into doubt by Carnap and Feyerabend. These two philosophers of
science, while perhaps allowing that "identification"-is appropriate in
its basic intent, maintain that it must really be regarded as an explican-
dum. The full and more accurate explication of it should be rendered
in terms of fusion (Carnap, personal communication) or, similarly, as
replacement or supplantation of concepts at earlier stages of scientific
theories by concepts of a later, more accurate, afid more comprehen-
sive theory (67, 68, 69,70). This is, however, not the place to enter
into a detailed discussion of this important issue.

In any case, I now agree with Smart (and perhaps with Feyerabend)
that within the conceptual frame of theoretical natural science genu-
inely phenomenal (raw feel) terms have no place. Although the fol-
lowing analogy is almost sure to mislead, I. shall nevertheless use it as
a "bridge" toward the denouement I am going to suggest a little later.
My point is this: iust as the commonsense (direct-realist) concepts of
surface color, tone quality, flower fragrance, heat intensity, tangible
hardness, etc. are supplanted by their "successor concepts,' (a felicitous



term used by W. Sellars) in physical theory, such as frequency of elec-
tromagnetic waves, frequency, etc. of acoustical waves, chemical struc-
ture of "aromatic" compounds, molecular motion, atomic structure
(o[ for example, the diamond), etc.-so the phenomenal predicates
used in the description of after-images, sensations, feelings, emotions,
moods, etc. are to be replaced by the (as yet only sketchily known)
neurophysiological and ultimately micro-physical characterizations.

But just as (good) science never "explains anything away" (except
the "obiects" of superstitions, illusions, or hallucinations), so the
phenomena of the world of common experience (be they external,
i.e., extradermal; or internal, i.e., intradermal; or "internal" in that
other-tricky-sense of "mental") are explained, but not explained
away. The "successor concepts" may be, and usually are, far removed
from their "predecessors"; they don't have the warm familiarity, the
colorful, "Christmasy" pictorial and emotional appeals of the common-
sense terms; but they have far greater explanatory power and coher-
ence.

Wilfrid Sellars (155, 156) has ofiered a highly suggestive analysis
along these lines by distinguishing the "manifest image" from the
"scientific image" of the world. In keeping with what I have said in
the long essay about the meaning of physical concepts, I would prefer
to contrast the manifest image with the scientific conception of the
world. More strongly than ever before, I am convinced that it is

primarily the concept of the "physical" that requires reinterpretation
and reconstruction. The imagery that is so helpful heuristically and
didactically is not and cannot be part of the cognitive meaning of
physical concepts and hypotheses. If we construe physical theories
with the help of Ramsey sentences as Carnap proposes (32), then it
becomes clear that our knowledge of the "physical world" is "purely
structural.r'That is to say that the postulates of physical theories, in-
cluding the correspondence rules, give us only an "implicit" definition
of the theoretical concepts of the physical sciences. And since the
concepts of biology and psychology (if physicalism is correct!) are
reducible to those of physics, the same holds for the concepts of all
behavioral sciences. Russell and Schlick were essentially right in say-
ing that we have merely kndwledge by ("structural") description of
the "physical world." What then, by contrast, is "knowledge by ac-
quaintance" as we have it "subjectively" and introspectively? Here I
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still hold in essence the view formulated ten years ago: Since allknowledge is propositional, the propositions that formulate knowledseby acquaintance can do ,,o *orJ tr,rn ,.g".t iil;"r*.#;,."t:
is "given in immediate experience.,,

At this point once. again arises the perplexity of the .,ineffable,,
qualia. of direct experience. poincard, rddington, and other brilriantscientist-philosophers have made much of the distinction between the"inexpressible" and "uncommunicabre" contents and the proposition-ally expressibre and communicable forms or structures of the immedi-ately given. As beforg I believe this is a highlf suggestive but nonethe_less extremely misleading formulation. S.frii.f. was aware of these
9r"g.? but was not quite able to avoia them f,imself. f ,irff ,r*'trito explicate the distinction as well as I can. The first ."J p.rf,"^most important point to notice is the essential difference b.t*..;;i;concepts of ihe physical sciences and the concepts of introspective-phenomenological psychology..The *r..pi, of physics may be saidto be independent of, or invaria-nt with re'spect to, their specific ..an-
choiinq-- in the quarities or modarities of immediate experience. Thiscan be illustrated by the case of congenitally Uiina p"rron, who would"in principle" be able to arrive at the sameiheoretical physics, astron-orny, chemistrv, bioloqy-, and behavioral psychology as that achievedby 1:ersons blessed wi"ti eyesight. ciu*'.iroiern erectronic devices(photoelectric cells, spectroscopes, transducers, amplifiers, radios, etc.)and enough time and interigence the blind man could hear with hisearphones or from a loudspeiker certain ,or"i, that would lead himto.essentially the same conception of the world that is embodied in ourscience textbooks. Mutatis iutandis, this ;;; sort of philosophical"science fiction" could be spun out for a science on the basis of touch,smell, or heat sensations. As lo.rg ,, *frrt"r". 

"*ists 
and occurs in theworld can in some way be 

"rorjly .onn..t.i by special devices withone or another of our sense modalities, and if tire tls"ri*inrtion canbe.made sufficiently senflye with the i"1p ,i,r,*. devices, it doesnot matter which data of direct experience'serve as the ..observables,,
(in which the correspondence rures"..rr;;.;;;;; theoreticar conceptsof science). Hence, the ,.meaning,, ,f ffryriJ concepts is invariantwith respect to such .,transformatlo"r,, 

of ii. oUservation basis.

. tn., ,.::rjy_ of purely phenomenal 
"*..ptr, such as .red,,

'warm', 'sad', 'glad', by contrast, is quite different_I am incrined to
143



say it is ev€n a difierent tyPe of meaning (if not meaning of "mean-

ing"). Within the confines of the purely subiective, introspective,

ph--enomenal perspective, there is no such invariance with respect to

modality traniformations. This is what I meant by saying that purely

phenomenal terms are "mere labels" of the qualities they designate.

That we have acquired the labeling dispositions through the learning

of language (in the way characterized by Carnap, Ryle, and Skinner) *

is aa*ittid, but irrelevant to my philosophical point: once we have

the labeling ability, there is one meaning, or rather type of meaning (or

significance) of phenomenal terms that is radically difierent from that

of- physical concepts. Their designata are confined to the range of

actual and possible data of direct experience and their immediately

given qualities and relations. while the concepts of the (intersubiec-

iive) physlcal sciences, in order to have empirical significance, must

of .ouise be..anchored" (by correspondence rules ) in the phenomenal-

]y given, their meaning is "structural" and non-intuitive in that it in-

volves essentialty ( "implifit" ) specification by postulates'

The consequences of all these consideratibns for the identity theoly,

as fat' as I can see, are as follows: Inasmuch as a good and complete

physicalistic (i.e., physicalz) account of the world will contain "suc-

cesior" concepts to all phenomenal concepts, there will indeed be no

"nomological danglers" in such an account. Nothing important is

omitted in such a description; but, of course, what counts as "im-

portant,' are the spatio-temporal-causal features that are essential for

ihe world's description, explanation, prediction, and retrodiction (as

much as whatevei degree of fundamental determinism or statistical

regularity permits). Even the "anchoring in the data" is represented,

bul, of .ours", not in the sense in which traditional epistemology (in-

cluding my own account above) is accustomed to put it' In the scien-

tific conception of the world, theories of perception, of learning, and

of language, ultimately formulated in physicalz concepts, become the
..successois,, to the phenomenological-epistemological account. This is

essentially what is tenable and defensible in modern physicalism (and

. Australian materialism).

I tr'or many years I opposed.materialism, holding that it is illegitimate-t'' *Emphasized in the oft-repeated wittgensteinian arguments against.the possi'

bility ofa purely private language. I still consider these arguments as rnvalrd or con-

fused (see 37,4t, ll8, 175, 184).
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ly reductionistic. That is why I attempted to replace it by my version
of the ideniity theory. I felt that not only the radical behaviorists, but
also the materialists somehow suppressed the "other perspective";
that they practiced what I called the "Hylas touch"-i.e., equipped
with their particular sort of "blinkers" they turned whatever they
touched into "matter" or physical events and processes. But the very
possibility of giving a complete physical2 account of the world is just
that striking (and Iogically contingent but basic) feature of the uni
verse and man's place in it that the advancing sciences make increas-
ingly plausible. Nothing is "explained away"-everything is merely
being encompassed by a comprehensive conceptual system, no matter
how unfamiliar its pivotal concepts may be.

Once again we must ask: What precisely then happens to the fa-
miliar phenomenal features of the world as we know it in everyday
life? And we answer-first sketchily and metaphorically: they are re-
placed, transformed, supplanted by the more rigorous, consistent, and
explanatorily more coherent and fruitful features of the world as

represented by physical, concepts. Much work still needs to be done
toward a full analysis and clarification of this "great transformation."
I realize that my own previous ("identity") account must also be thor-
oughly revised. As it stood ten years ago, it contained insuperable diffi-
culties, particularly in view of the stringent demands of Leibniz's defini-
tion of identity in terms of indiscernibility. If I had been satisfied with
merely extensional identity, I would have been saddled with an on-
tology of particulars (preferably of events) with dual properties. But
that is hardly a step in the direction of the thoroughgoing monism I
hoped to vindicate.

As I see it now, all purely phenomenal statements contain egocen-
fric universals (i.e., words designating purely experiential qualia) and
many such statements contain, in addition, also egocentric pafticulan
(i.e., words like 'this', 'I', 'now', 'here', and/or cognate expressions).
The contributions of N. Goodman, H. Reichenbach, B. Russell, y.
Bar-Hillel, W. Sellars, et al. to the analysis of 'egocentric', 'token-re-
flexive', or 'indexical' terms in their pragmatic contexts are important
in this connection. Thus far it seems only the egocentric particulars
have received the attention of Iogicians and language analysts. It has
been shown that the very link of the intersubjective language with the
experience of the "knowing subjects" who use that language is given



by the pragmatic context of their utterances' The uniqueness of refer-

"r." 
oi th"e indexical terms is explicated in the intersubjective frame

oi r.i".,." by definite descriptions (unique characterizations) of the

moment of utterarrce, the speaker who pioduces the utterance' or the

placeinwhichtheutteranceoccurs(thewold.occurs'inthelastsen-
tence is to be understood in the sense of the "timeless present")' l'et

me explain this just a little more fully' In order to understand a

sentence containing a temporal designation (a date in history for

example),I have got to know where in time my "present" experience

oaaurr. In order to understand, for example, geographical or astronomi-

cal place designations, I must know "where I am at" in space' (This

is brought orl hu*orously by the absurd story of the Boy Scout who

or, , loig hike said to onsof his companions: "According to this map

we oughi to be on that mountain over yonder!") Unless we can locate

oorselies on (or in) the "*aP" of the Minkowski world' we would

never understand any plrce oidate designations' But in the intersub-

iective (Minkowski) representation, the-'here' becomes iust one place

among indefinitely many others; the 'I' one. Person (or organism)

amon! others; the:now, one moment among others. In this transforma-

tion i'democratization") the "existentially Poignant uniqueness" o,f

the Now, the unnr, and tire t are lost, because they are replaced-by such

definite descriptions as "the date on which H' Feigl got his Ph'D'.de-

gre""; "th" place in which the tornado of 1965 did the damage"; "the

["r*n who *as hit by a meteorite on December lZ' L9'4'" 
.'Un1t1e-

iress" in ordinary and icientific contexts simply amounts to a singularity

that is logically contingent, but may be empirically demonstrable' or

at least piausibie. The iexistentially poignant uniqueness" of the Now'

the nnnr; and the r is a matter of immediate experience' The- "suc-

cessor terms,, in the language of science are experientially neutral;they

do not have the emotii (Le', pictorial and emotional) appeal of the

phenomenally given significance of the 
-terms 

as understood' for ex-

a*ple, in the'txisteniial anguish" of a life situation' such as when I

,"yio *yr.lf, "Now is the mo"ment to make my decision"; "nnnu I.shall

Uoita a houre"; "I alone bear full responsibility for rnrsactio"'-t . .

If tough-minded positivists fail (or refuse) to lnderstand- this

"existentlaly poigna.,t" uniqueness, there is little that I can do to

help them. b"fy Uy ,o*" ,oit of arguments ad hominem' combined

with ostensive procedures, can I convey what I mean' In any case' I
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can reassure the positivists that I have not the slightest inclination to

develop an existentialist metaphysics i la Heidegger' Nor do I sub-

scribe io Wittgenstein's ineffability doctrine ("whereof we cannot

speak, thereof we must be silent"-after all I have iust spoken' and I

hope intelligibly, about matters he thought one could at most "stam-

mer" about).
A rigorous explication of the role of indexical terms should be pro-

videdi"nthesemiotic(metalinguistic)disciplineofpurepragmatics.
But if this is going to be analogous to the explications of pure syntax

and pure semantici, it will have to be formulated in an intersubjectively

inteliigible metalanguage; and hence again the "existential uniqueness"

will be relegated to the iimbo of emotive significance and supplanted by

the neutral "sober and colorless" obiective characterization'

Now, while I think that a world description (i la Minkowski) can

be given that is-necessarily-devoid of indexical terms, such a world

deslription can neither be fully understood nor practically used with-

out being linked-with the help of indexical terms-to the experience

of a sent-ient and sapient (i.e., human) being' This becomes evident

if the Minkowski representation is viewed as a maP of "all there is"

in space-time. If I am to find the "picture" of myself-at-a-given-time

o., ihi, map, I would have to scrutinize it in its (possibly) infinite ex-

tent in order to find just that particular skein (or segment of the set)

of world lines which uniquely characterizes me-at-that-time. (If I had

an exact double, this Procedure would fail. ) In actual practice I would'

of course, point to that small region of the map' This is one way of il-

lustrating ih. ur. of indexical terms-and of avoiding the paradox of

the Boy Scouts.

It seems to me that what holds of indexical (or egocentric) particu-

lars holds-mutatis mutandis-analogously of indexical (egocentric)

universals. I cannot even begin to "get a public language going" unless

I understand the private (egocentric) language whose predicates

(monadic, dyadic, eic.) designate experiential qualities or relations. I

must be able to know (by "acquaintance") some phenomenal qualities

and relations (redness, between-ness, etc.) in order to "hook" (i'e',

connect) my private language to the intersubiective language of sci-

ence. To the extent that, for example, pointer readings belong to the

confirming or disconfirming evidential data of physics, I must b.t 
1b]"

to "recognize" the position of a pointer on a scale "when I see it'" In



my proposed reconstruction it is my private impressions, e.g., the
shapes and colors in my visual field, which constitute "ultimate" data

of observation. I realize that I shall meet here with a storm of opposi-

tion because all this will appear to be a restatement of the much-
criticized doctrine of sense data. But although I definitely reject the
phenomenalistic reduction of physical-obiect statements to sense-data

statements, I must say that I am not in the least impressed by the
ordinary language arguments regarding the common use of such words
as "observing", "seeing", "hearing". I would argue that these words
are not always used as success words or achievement words even in
ordinary language. If I close my eyes and press with my fingers on my
eyelids I "see" kaleidoscopically changing pattems of colors; but I
don't "see" (in the achievement senSe) an exteriral physical object.
If I have the familiar experience of "ringing in my ears" (i.e., that
kind of "hearing a sound" ), this may well be no perception of a distant
bell, but an experience engendered by intradermal events.

I trust it is clear that I am not for a moment endorsing any doctrine
of phenomenalism. I do not even wish to defend the notion of a full-
fledged phenomenal language. I merely maintain that by giving our-
selves a sort of "wrench" (away from the normal life perspective,

probably somewhat similar to what Husserl meant by "bracketing out"
all the usual and mgstly automatic interpretations and/or inferences)
we can arrive at the "given". I cannot see that the "given" in this sense

is a myth; but I admit it usually is a "reduct" or "destruct" of a much
fuller experience that involves a good deal of conceptual structure or
"implicit knowledge". I also admit, and would even stress, that what-
ever we can say about the given qualia is "structural" at least in the
sense that such "knowledge by acquaintance" involves much more
than the having (i.e., undergoing, enjoying or sufiering, living through)
of an experience. The mere classification of the experientially given
in regard to qualities and modaiities requires at least the sort of
conceptual structure that is constituted by the system of similarities
and dissimilarities, and the degrees thereof, as, {or example, repre-

sented by the topological ordering of (experiential) colors in the well-
known color octahedron.

Some thirty-five years ago, i.e., in the heyday of positivism, I would
have said that the meaning of purely phenomenal terms is emotive
(pictorial, emotional) and non-cognitive. I would have said that this
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type of significance is exclusively that of expression and evocation. I
no longer hold this view. The ostensive link in the "anchoring" of all
our empirical concepts very definitely fulfills a cognitive function.
Moreover, far from being mere "barkings" (i.e., expressions such as

"pain behavior" when crying'ouch!') or "avowals" (in Ryle's sense),
phenomenal descriptions of momentary direct experience do make
truth claims, even if their truth is not establishable by "criteria" in
the usual sense. fhey represent the extreme lower limit of cognition;
they constitute, admittedly, a "degenerate" and "highly impoverished"
sort of knowledge. Nevertheless, they are the "ultimate" basis of all
our empirical knowledge claims. It is in this sense, and in this sense
only, that I countenance a""methodologically solipsistic" (or "ego-
centric") reconstruction. The data of direct experience provide the
ultimate confirming or disconfirming evidence of all our factual
knowledge. Purely phenomenal assertions require no other evidence
than that which is "given"l I would call them "se1f-evident" if this
phrase had not been badly misused in traditional epistemolo1y.Ot
course, as assertions (spoken, written-symbolized in any form, even
if only "silently thought" ) I don't consider them infallible ("incorrigi
ble"), for "there is many a slip between the brain and the lip." I even
insist on their corrigibility in the wider context of intersubjective dis-
course and knowledge. Yet in this (solipsistic) reconstruction they are
the least dubitable knowledge claims on which any more ambitious
knowledge claims (of commonsense and of the factual sciences) are
based-"in the last analysis"t

Moreover, if the sort of structuralism and physicalism discussed
above holds, then-to express it first in the more familiar dualistic
way-the configurational (Gestalt) features of immediate experience
are isomorphic with ceitain global features of our brain processes.
Hence, strange as it may sound at first, it is possible that by doing intro-
spective-phenomenological description of immediate experience, we
are in effect (though we are hardly ever aware of it) doing also a bit
of (very crude, vagug and preliminary) brain physiology. This is my
current reply to the "sticky" question: "How does an identity theorist
explain the fact that he can worry about the place and role of the raw
feels if they ire to be identi.cal with brain processes?" While I would
no longer speak strictly of "identity" (for reasons discussed above),
my answer would simply be that the scientifically uninfonned person,
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when giving phenomenological descriptions, does not know that he is

at the same time describing certain features of his brain processes. This
is to be viewed as a case of what Quine calls "referential opacity." It
is in some respects analogous to, for examplg the case of the house-

wife who by saying "the soup is hot now" does not know that she is
referring to a state of the soup which (in the light of the modern
theory of heat) is characterized also by the mean kinetic energy of
the molecules that are the constituents of the soup. In all these cases

there is certainly at least identity of reference (extension); and there
is also identity of some (but not all) structural properties (intension).
The intensional identity concerns the isomorphism (sameness of
structure) of certain global, i.e., statistical andlor Gestalt, features

of the micro-states with the more directly observable features of the
macro-states.

As is fairly generally agreed, the purely epistemic features ("known",
"unknown", "believed", "not-believed", "doubted", etc.) are "in-
tensional" in the narrower sense, in that the salva veiltate, Iet alone
the salva necessitate, condition for substitutions is not required for the
usual nomological or systemic (theoretical) and in that sense in-
tensional identities.

I still agree, of course, with Wilfrid Sellars (154), Roderick Chis-
holm (36), Stephan Kdrner (100), and others, in considering clearly
intentional (in Brentano's sense) features as irreducible to a physical-
istic description. But as I have briefly indicated in the long essay, this
does not seem to me a serious flaw in physicalism. According to
Sellars' decisive analysis, this irreducibility is on a par with (if not a

special case of) the irreducibility of logical categories to psychological
or physiological ones. Logical categories, and principles formulated in
terms of them, are indeed "categorially" difierent from those of the
factual scienies. Logic (syntax and semantics) is, of course, indispensa-
ble in the obiect language or the metalaniuage of all sciences (formal or
factual); but the difierence between logic and psychology is iust as

fundamental as that between, say, logic and physics. To disregard the
difference amounts to making one of the most glaring category mis-
takes. This sort of category mistake is fundamentally difierent from

1 (a) violations of Russell's type iule; (b) confusions of language levels,

I e.g., object language and metalanguage; (c) mixing of phenomenal
I with strictly physical concepts; (d) confusion of dispositions (ca-
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/ pacities, propensities) with occurrences (episodes, events, processes);

{ (e) mistaking purely emotive (i.e., pictorial, emotional, and,/or moti-
vative) expressions and appeals for cognitively meaningful sent€nces.
The "naturalistic fallacy" (i.e., the alleged inference from 'is' to
'ought') is an important example of this categorial confusion. (So
here we have then at least six radically diverse kinds of category mis-
takes; perhaps there are still many othersl ?)

The foregoing notwithstanding, some important qualifications are
in order. As Paul Meehl* has shown quite cogently, certain logical
categories are indispensable in the molar-psychological accounts of
linguistic (generally, of symbolic) behavior. Consider, for example,
the recognition of a piece of reasoning as a fallacy of four terms (qua-
ternio terminorum ) . It is impossible to give a purely physicalistic char-
acterization of the conceivably unlimited varieties of stimulus patterns
that would form the class of this kind of fallacy. The stimulus obiects
might be visual (as in writing or print); they might consist of spoken
sounds, of Morse code clicks; of smoke signals, of the gestures of deaf-
mute persons; etc., etc. Hence in a molar-psychological account, the
defining characteristic of the many and varied stimulus patterns that
might elicit the response "fallacy of four terms" can be given only in
terms of Iogical categories. But, of course, if we had the ideal (utopian)
neurophysiological, or ultimately microphysical, description of the
cerebral processes that occur in the behavior, for example, of a logic
teacher, the precise response would become predictable (at least to the
extent and to whatever degree determinism holds in this domain) on
the basis of a purely physical description of all the details of the stimu-
Ius input, cerebral transaction, and response output; hence the logical
categories would then not be required for a characterization of the
stimulus classes. But of course the ultimate physical processes wouid
be quite "opaque" to one who could not provide such a classification.
This would be analogous to, let us say, a prediction of the configuration
of musical notes put on paper by a composer whose "output" is
predicted merely in physicalistic terms and would thus be unintelligi-
ble to someone not familiar with the rules of musical notation.

These qualifications should, however, not be misunderstood. What-
ever occurs in the "mind" of a logician, mathematician, inventor, com-

- -* In essayj to-be published-in due course, one in the forthcoming Vol. IV of the
Minnesota Studies in the Philosophy of Science.



poser, etc. is of the nature of a Process, and hence-if physicalism

irolds-would be describable and explainable in terms of micro-con-

ceptsandlaws.Forthemolarpsychologistitisagainessentialto
udlize the concept of rule-governed behavior' This has happily come

to the forefront of the investigations pursued by the psycholinguists

(Chomsky, Fodor, Kalz, etal.). Obviously, first-level rule-conforming

behavior must be distinguished from such second-level rule-governed

behavior that amounts io an articulate statement of the rules. The

ordinary processes of deductive inferences, for example, may well go

o., without an explicit awareness of the rules to which they conform

(just as one may play a simple game "correctly" and yet not be able to

formulate iis r;l;s explicit\). A11 this belongs in the domain of the

psychology of learning, motivation, syrnbolic behavior, and the like'
' ir, ,rry-"rt., the problems of intentionality, and hence the relations

of the logical to the psychological (or physiological, computerological'
,.robotollgical,,) are fundamentally different from the enigma of the

relations of sentience to the physical Processes' Some philosophers

feel that the central issue of the mind-body problems is that of inten-

tionality (sapience); others see it in the problem of sentience; and still

others in the puzzles of selfhood. Although I have focused my attention

primarily on ih. sentience problem, I regard the others as equally im-

portant. But I must confess that, as before, the sapience and selfhood

isrues hare always vexed me less severely than those of sentience.

Returning, then, to the sentience problem, there are some aspects

even of intentionality and of selfhood which may well require phenom-

enological description' By a sort of "lateral" view of the act-object

relatio'n-as,we iake it by introspection of perceiving, thinking, de-

siring, willing, etc.-we may say that we are "aware" of the intention-

ality-or "abo-utness" of such states of consciousness. But iust as infer-

e.rce (i., contradistinction to deducibility or entailment) is a psychologi-

cal p.oc.ss, so the awareness of intentionality is a mental episode;

and, again, if physicalism holds, some equivalent or "successor" account

will eientualiy be given of these Processes or episodes in physicalz

terms. fust what specifically such accounts will be remains to be settled

by the future finJi.,gs of neurophysiology. Similarly, what have been

""lt"d 
th. "conceptual" relations-such as those of the qualities to one

another in the topological phenomenology of degrees of similarity or

dissimilarity-muit have their counterparts in certain features of brain
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processes by which we achieve the discriminatory judgments that are

finally expressible in verbal or other types of responses. But we must

not confuse that topological order with the causal order in which a

given sensory episode occurs. Some sort of isomorphism is bound to
prevail for each of these, i.e., between the phenomenal and certain

features of the physical processes, but there will be striking difierences

between the two types of order.
Analogously, the much-discussed problems of the "nature of a per-

son", of the "unity of consciousness", of the "identity of the self",

and perhaps also of Kant's "synthetic unity of apperception" cannot

be solved on a purely phenomenological basis. The phenomenal data in

this domain, e.g., those having to do with the continuity of memory,

or the ever (really only often) present possibility of connecting our

current experience with earlier experiences (and the expectation of

later ones) can be explained only by embedding them-as formulated

in their respective successor concepts-within their neurophysiological

setting. The psychiatric cases of dual or multiple personality may well

be plausibly accounted for in terms of the alternating dominance of
subsystems within the total set of brain processes.

There is one group of extremely difficult philosophical issues in
which I have reached no rnore than highly tentative conclusions. A
conceptual clarification is urgently needed regarding the differences (if
any) between various types of phenomenological descriptions, and

perhaps also between phenomenology generally and introspective psy-

chology. E. Husserl and many of his disciples have focused their pri-

mary attention on the pure intuition of "essences" and their (allegedly

"a priori" ) relations. It seems to me that the results of phenomenologi-

cal intuition ( W'esensschau ) and those of the ordinary language anal-

ysis (Wittgenstein, Austin, and their disciples, despite their rather

diverse claims and emphases) coincide to a remarkable degree. What
the phenomenologists consider as "a priori necessary and synthetic"

propositions finds its counterpa.rt (if not equivalent) in the "conceP

tual necessities" uncovered by the linguistic analysts. If, for example,

the "logical" incompatibility of "determinates" (e.g., red and green)

under one "determinable" (color) is "intuited" phenomenologically

as an "internal" relation of qualia, the same situation is described bv

the Wittgensteinians as part of the "grammar" of color words. Al-



though I reserve some doubts on either account,* it must first of all

be recognized that this sort of "slmthetic a priori" is "puny" and in-

significant compa.red with the "grandiose" a priori of the rationalists

and of Kant (in regard to spacg time, and causality). Whether the

minor ("puny") a priori should be explicated (reconstructed or con-

strued) in terms of syntactical formation rules or in terms of "A-postu-

lates" (meaning rules i la Carnap or Maxwell) is irrelevant in the

present context. I surmise that the phenomenologically intuited in-

compatibilities (or necessities) may well be basic psychological limita-
tions (or constraints) on imaginability or even conceivability, and,

if so, they may well be neurophysiologically explainable (ultimately!) .

Introspective psychology seems to me to produce statements of a

logically mixed character. If I introspect my current mental states-be
they sensations, emotions, moods, intentions, desires, volitions-and
report about them (as in a psychoanalytic interview), the egocentric

particulars (at least "I" and "now") are almost always part of my

utterances. But if I state a psychological regularity that is introspec-

tively ascertained (e.g., great excitement always subsides after some

time), then I disregard (abstract from) my own case and ofier a gen-

eralization- This seems difterent indeed from the results of phenom'

enological intuition regarding the "internal" relations of "essences."

To the extent that the customary introspective psychology formulates

its knowledge claims in the frame of the "manifest image," i.e., the
commonsense view, of the world, it uses a combination of subjective-

phenomenal with intersubjective-scientific (spatio-temporal-causal)

concepts.
Now, as is generally admitted, the manifest image-useful as it is

in everyday life-is logically unstable, in that it contains implicit in-

consistencies, and in that it is severely limited in its explanatory (and

predictive) power. Behaviorism was and still is one remarkably success-

ful way of securing consistency as well as explanatory and predictive
power. I am here, of course, referring to methodological behaviorism

(in contradistinction to logical or radical behaviorism which either
denies or declares as meaningless purely mentalistic assertions). Rely-

ing on my foregoing remarks, I would say that as soon as the peripher-

* Consider, for example, sweet and sour as determinates under the determinable
taste guality. These are-clearly combinable and hence compatible, as is demonstrated
by the taste of lemonade, or of sweet pickles!
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alistic type of behaviorism (as, for example, in the outstanding work
and basic orientation of B. F. Skinner) is suppremented by tileories
about the central states and processes within the organism, and es-
pecially in its nervous system, it is on its way to the kind of physicalism
which forms the frame-hypothesis of the present philosopirical analy-
sis. what happens in this "great transformation"-is theieplacing of*g:t (T all) concepts of the solipsistic (egocenhic) perqpectivi as
well as of the manifest image (still sufiused with sublecirvistic features)
by a completely intersubiective account. This has been seen, but ex-
pressed far too obscurely, even by the existentialists (e.g., Martin
Buber),_when they speak of the shift from the .,I-Thou'pJrsp€ctive,,

to the "It perspective" of impersonal, objective cognition. I have al_
ready discussed the "successor" concepts of the egocentric particulars;
but along with them the radical objectification applies also to the ex-
perienced passage ("flow', or .,flux,,) of time; thi difference between
past, present, and future; the "purposive" description ofhuman action;
the "intervention" (Collingwood) notion of 

"rur.; 
the value-im-

pregnated notions of moral responsibility, freewill, and the ,.self.,, But
again, nothing is "explained away,'-all these features are merely sub-
iected to a redescription in a thoroughry "detached" objective frame-
work. The clamor about the "creavage in our curture" between the
sciences and the humanities may weil be understood in terms of the
shift in "perspective." There are not two difterent sorts of reality, but
there are two ways of providing a conceptual frame for its descriftion.
In fact, at least so it seems_to mg there aie a great many ,.perspeciives,,

or frames-the extremes being the purely lgocentric as the ,,lower
limit" and the completely physicalz ...ount i, th. ,.upp.r limit.,, In
between are the many halfway (or part-way) houses oi the possible
manifest images. It is a good exercise ior 

^n"iyti" 
philosophers io *ake

e-xplicit, in special reconstructions, the conceptual frame of each of
these "perspectives."

Itil:.I should prefer not to irritate my tough-minded readers by
waxing "metaphysical," I am tempted to say tiat the egocentric ac-
count, with its direct "labering" of the qualities of experience, confronts
Berng (shudders?) as immediately as ii possible in this world of ours,
whereas all scientific accounts, owing to their quarity-modarity-invari-
ancg deal with Being only indirectly and structurally.

The mistake criticized by the brilriant positivist ("empirio-criti-
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cist") R. Avenarius as an illegitimate "introjection"* of subiective

"-p.ir.r.. 
into another persoi's-body (head'.brain) can easily be

"riia.a 
if we adopt eithei the radically egocentric or the completely

pt yti.Aini. account. The halfway houses of the manifest images in-

ivliaUly lead to inconsistencies (or at least paradoxes' aporias) enqen--

;"t"diy category mistakes' Of course, I agree that in the world of

"u"rya"i 
life [s ihis really the Lebenswelt of the phenomenologists? )

we ,r.rderstard each othei quite well, even though the language of the

"manifest image" is, strictly speaking, inconsistent' For the Purposes

of common communicatio., ih. "introiection" is harmless' I suspect

iirt 
"u.r, 

slightly sophisticated commonsense Persons do not literally

introiect r**i".L inio the other fellow's brain' He would never expect

to find images, sensations, emotions, and moods literally in the brain

(not even ii his own-if he were to examine it autocerebroscopically) '

In the manifest conception the brain is simply the "bloody mess" of

neural tissue that one would come to see when opening a man's crani-

"*. fn. region of (phenomenal) space in which the brain-as-seen

appea$ is alieady occupied by lhe 
giayish+ed stufi' (Leibniz was..al'

,"ray qulte cleai abouithis') Hence, iven-the "man-in-the-street"' if

t e is ,,ot completely stupid, will understand the ascription of raw feels

to other p.rro.r, in the sense of the counterfactual (really counter'

identicali proposition: "If I were the other fellow' and if I were in

his particuiar momentary situation, I w-o-uld have such and such ex-

periences." Thus even "o**o"""'" 
is able to avoid (in this way) the

irrrdo*., of introiection. This holds equally for one's own case in that

in the autocerebroscopic situation one would have simultaneously some

musical experiences, ior example, along with some visual experiences

which"would furnish the conhrming data fol assertions about one's

own cerebral Processes'
It has been tempting to several thinkers to view the categorial

incompatibility of the phenomenal and the physical language as a sort

of ".o*p1.-.rt"rity" 
^rr"logous 

tb the one of the Copenhagen inter-

pretation of Quantum Mechanics' I think the analogy' though sug
'gestive, is rathir weak' Aside from the question of the tenability of the

fomplementarity doctrine even in theoretical physics' I think that

sThe reader should not confuse the meaning-of this term with what Freud

*..,iir';;;,;.,r';Fil;t';;;ttPi '"-r* 
toit'" incorporating of' for example'

the father image, in our suPerego'
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the mutual exclusiveness-of the phenomenal and physical conceptual

frames is to be explicated by the logic (semiotic) of the respective cate-

gories-and not as a formulation of a feature of the world. Correspond-

ence rules connecting physical with phenomenal terms, however,

are "crosscategorial" (see Cornman, 46, 48). Th.y should be formu'
lated in a semiotic (semantic-pragmatic) metalanguage.

My tentative conclusion is, as may be evident by now, that "introiec-

tion" rests on the category mistake of mixing purely egocentric lan-

guage with objective (intersubjective) language. The basic difierence,

let me repeat, is that between direct labeling and indirect description

(based on the nomological net provided by a theory) . Nevertheless the

ascriptign of raw feels to other persons is achieved in the scientific

language by the ascription in terms of successor concepts of a specific

"structure" in the conceptual network of physicalz science to a certain

region (of physical2) space-time. Whatever seems to be missing is pro-

vided by the above-mentioned counterfactuals (or counter-identicals),
and their own peculiar emotive significance.

The pictorial-emotional significance that provides a peculiar "root
flavor" for the concepts of the physical sciences is, as I have tried to
show, cognitively irrelevant-important though it may be heuristically
qnd didactically. But the meaning of subiective-phenomenal concepts

(in the egocentric perspective) definitely involves their "root flavor'"

It does not matter that this turns out to be completely trivial when

formulated semantically (".g, " 'red' designates red"; "'warm' desig-

nates warm"l etc., etc.). These are the "language entry rules" in Wil-
frid Sellars' formulation. It should be noted that I said that the rnean-

ing of purely phenomenal terms "involves" their "root flavor"; I did
not say that it specifies their meaning completely even in the phenome-

nal language. Equally important is the Iogical locus of phenomenal

terms in the structure of cognate terms, representing the place of a

given quale among more or less similar qualia within the respective

modality, and the place of one modality among the others.

One of the most important tasks yet to be done that will lead toward
a more complete solution of the sentience problems is a precise logical

analysis of the relation of the various phenomenal "spaces" (visual,

tactual, kinesthetic, auditory erc.) to physical space. Here the by now

classical suggestions contained in the work of Schlick, Kdhler, Russell,

arrd Ruyer may well provide a useful starting point. Norbert Bischof



(20) seems to me to have contributed, quite recently' most fruitfully

tlTffi"1iH;rtant 
task (only adumbrated above) concerns, the

exactsymtactical,semantical,andpragrnaticcharacterizationofthe
(or a) phenomenal language' I have not been able to come up with

,"yrfri.rg better than tle iolipsistic reconstruction in terms of an

"rtt 
o"rr,otogy in which phenomenal predicates (elementaristic or

configurationil, as the ."r" *^y be) are ascribed to moments ("spe-

cious=presents") of phenomenal time' Although I am by no means sure'

I am inclined to think that this sort of (artificial) reconstruction might

allow for a purely subiective language; all genuinely intersubiective or

fhysical "o.,.ept, 
*oid b. kept oulof it' But data as described in such

, pt..ro*"rr"ilanguage would provide the "ultimate" testing ground

foi all intersubjective propositions. (Of course this will require some

sort of corresPondence rules.)

At the risk of misleading the reader by a very weak and distant

analogy, I suggest that the ,"l"tiot' of the egoceirtric to the intersubiec-

tive allount o1 the world may be compared with the relation of a geo-

centric to a heliocentric account of the kinematics of the planetary sys-

tem. |ust as the looplike or retrograde motions of the geocentric de-

scription disappear once the "Copernican turn" has been accom-

plis'hed, so the iirectly given qualities and the "privileged" egocentric

terms disappear in the intersubiective account of the physicalistic con-

ception. A"t ;"st as it is otiose (if not preposterous) to ask "Where

"re 
the epicycles in the heliocentric* description?" so the question

"Where are the experienced subiective qualities in the scientific de-

scription of the woildz" is equally inappropriate' These phenomenal

qoriiti", are described, but in a thoroughly difierent way, in the "trans-

formed" account of intersubiective science' I think a basically similar

approach will resolve the problems arising from the currently fashion-

*Lie e*phasis on the difference between 
.,actions" and "movements."

Actions as conceived intensionally (because of their "intentionality")

belong to the manifest image of the world (suffused with egocentric

* I refer here not to the historical stages of the ?tolemaic and Copemican sys

t"*r, iul to-, *oa.* r.ir.rriii" descri"ption of the geocentri": i:*_I:I""^:i,.1?
tuo"i. both brought up to date as regards the precise distances' onentatlon'.etc or

;il"" ;#;##;t;5d trt'.'",iE t*o 
'v'tL*', 

of course' togScat]r.ee31':]eli'

ditrerins onlv in f^ormal simplicity. But there is, by contrast' no l-equrvaleflce De-

tween tlhe eg'ocentric and the physicalistic descriptions' )
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significance). They are represented in a radically transformed manner

-indeed as "movements"-or if this term is burdened with a peiorative

connotation, as "processes" occurring in the interaction of organisms

with one another and with their environment, all conceived ultimately
in terms of physical2 concepts. Fortunately the most promising en-

deavors in current theoretical psychology pay no attention to the "or-
dinary language philosophies of mind." While I grant that intuitive,
empathetic, introspective, and phenomenological approaches are heu-
ristically valuable, I doubt that they can contribute more than a tech-
nique ofarrivingathypotheses which then still have to be tested (con-
firmed or disconfirmed) by the usual methods of intersubjective sci-

ence. The ordinary language approach, though often phenomenologi-
cally perceptive, is fraught with the dangers of a regression to the sort
of commonsense psychology which is contained in the "intuitive psy-

chological understanding" that any person of some experience pos-

sesses anyway. This is the "psychology" used quite efiectively in the
practical affairs of diplomats, ministers, politicians, businessmen, par-

ents, nursemaids, and fishwives. There are few surprises, and hardly
anything that could be incorporated in, for example, the theory of mo-
tivation.

Looking back to the antimetaphysics of the logical positivists (or
even to Popper's demarcation of scientific from metaphysical proposi-
tions) I now feel it does not matter much (except in "philosophical
politics") whether such problems as those of the "reality of the exter-
nal world," of "other minds," or of the "inverted spectrum" are re-

garded as metaphysical or as scientific. Carnap, I think with some

plausibility, branded them (in the formulation in which he presented
them) as pseudoproblems; but Popper regards'them as meaningful
but metaphysical questions. The sort of reasoning that conceives of,
and argues for, mental states in other persons is, I have always admitted,
an extreme and degenerate form of analogical reasoning. It depends on
what one makes of those basic counterfactuals. I consider them as per-

fectly meaningful because their counterfactuality hinges upon certain
fundamental natural limitations of direct.testability. But once these
limitations (the egocentric, the present moment predicament, etc.)
are seen to be basic features of our universe-as indeed they appea.r in
the best scientific and epistemological accounts-then perhaps the
assorted aporias'of philosophy and the "pa.radoxes" of existence will



lose their traditional air of mystery, and a more enlightened philosophy

will finally relieve us of those perennial perplexities'*

I realizl only too painfully that the observations set down in this

postscript are tto skeichy and impressionistic to do more than' at best'

irouia.irgg.stions for further, viry much needed work in philosophi-

cal analysii.-Short of writing a book (which I am not likely to do soon

if ever) on Mind and Its Place in Nature,t I felt that it was better to

p."r.rrt my current ideas on the occasion of the republication of my

iorrg esr"y-of ten years ago than to remain silent' It is to my readers

thal I appeal for further Jorr."r., with the mind-body perplexities' and

for a charitable reception of my-possibly quite quixotic-ideas' In any

case, it should be remembered tt 
"t 

my entire discussion is predicated

upon the scientific acceptability of (physicalz) physicalism' If future

scientific research should lead to the adoption of one or another form

of emergentism (or-horribile dictul-dualistic interactionism)' then

most of ty reflections will be reduced to the status of a logical (I hope

not illogicalt) exercise within the frame of an untenable presupposi-

tion. But since I now regard philosophical analysis as continuous with

scientific research, I can only plead that we be permitted the procedure

of trial and error, and of successive approximation in the predominant-

ly philosophical endeavors iust as we consider it entirely appropriate in

the predo*irrantly empirical but endless quest of scientific research'

tKeith Gunderson, in a forthcoming esay (78), has dealt with the vexatious

nredicaments both of ..pnvil'eg.a ,...rr% a.,d oi "barred access" in a brilliant and

f,i;hil;;;i;;i;rn"o. i tr,in[ he has succeeded in giving the-most.adequate inter-

,uBi.6tiu""r.aoont of the puzzling asymmetries connected wlth sublectlvlty''-i 
Tir; il remarkable uool* *ltt it ir title, by c. D. Broad and Durant Drake,

,.rp..iir.rv, rpp.ri"Ji;1925! So, perhaps someone should trv' on the current

i;;'"i;?,',jiyii:.'sophistication.-io6irijtir.i*tysis scientiEcally ahd philosophically

up to date.
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